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Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TCF024-004000 Manual FLYWHEEL slicer, LUXURY Line, blade diameter
300 mm, Standard colours: RED, BLACK and CREAM,
Weight Kg 54, dim.mm.545x750x720h.

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

MANUAL FLYWHEEL SLICER, LUXURY Line, blade diameter 300 mm, made of aluminum alloy and steel parts, with stove
enamelling:
.

built in aluminum and steel parts with a stove-enamel finish, it is a real jewel with a design with attention to the smallest detail, it has
the advantage of quick cleaning and absolute hygiene;
cutting thickness from mm 0 to 2.5 -10 Positions,
cutting capacity: mm 230x180h ,
built-in sharpener, simplifies the operator's work while efficiently maintaining the perfect cut of the product;
the flywheel is manually operated and can therefore also work in places without electricity,
robust, durable and reliable, a product for true connoisseurs,
equipped with a ring protection around the blade in accordance with EEC standards,
main technical characteristics: Standard flowered flywheel, standard stainless steel details, Greater distance between blades and head to allow
for better cleaning after cutting;
standard colours : red, black, cream (to be specified when ordering).

NB .: STANDARD EQUIPMENT: FLOWERING FLYWHEEL - GOLD THREAD - STAINLESS STEEL DETAILS KIT
Accessories/Options:

liberty decoration
olive kit

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

net weight (Kg) 44
gross weight (Kg) 54

breadth (mm) 545
depth (mm) 750
height (mm) 720



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TCF024-005009

TECHNOCHEF - Decoro Liberty
Liberty decoration for manual flywheel slicer, luxury line,
with Ø 300 mm blade.

TCF024-005010

TECHNOCHEF - Standard Olive Tree Kit
Standard olive kit

TCF024-005001

TECHNOCHEF - Pedestal, Mod.PD250 / 300
Pedestal for flywheel / manual slicers Mod. 250/300 -
Weight Kg. 56 - Diameter mm. 650x800h
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